Brand Guidelines
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We believe being BETTER
is a way of life, and that
begins with our COMMITMENT
to put patients and members at
the CORE of everything we do. They
are what drives us to make healthcare
MORE ACCESSIBLE and AFFORDABLE.

It’s who we’ve always been and always will be.
It’s what drives us to LOOK BEYOND the hospital
walls and PUSH BEYOND the status quo, NEVER

SETTLING for anything less. And it’s how
we create healthcare experiences that
INSPIRE A

LIFE WELL-LIVED.

Welcome

Who we are

Inside, you’ll find the tools and resources
you need to promote a consistent,
welcoming and Better brand.
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WHO WE ARE

Our
Promise

WHO
WE ARE

Healthcare can be challenging
to navigate. That’s why we make
everything as simple as possible
for our patients and members.

Simply Empowered

We empower people to take an
active part in their care, giving
them the tools and resources
to live their healthiest lives.
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Our
Values

WHO
WE ARE

We serve faithfully
We treat everyone with
compassion and care.

We act honestly
We approach everything with integrity,
creating an environment of respect
and trust, where we always do the right
thing. Even when no one is looking.

We never settle
We were born with a relentless spirit
and constantly push for Better.

We are in it together
We work together, sharing and
seeking out different perspectives
for the greater good.
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Our
Principles

WHO
WE ARE

As you are crafting your copy, keep in
mind who we are at our core. These
traits should inform the words you use,
the tone you portray, and the feeling
our readers should experience.

Warm

Easy

Inspiring

Made for me

Clear

With full hearts, we treat
everyone with respect,
attention and empathy.

We anticipate your needs to
make things easier, cutting
through the clutter to create
meaningful experiences.

We celebrate all that life
has to offer, always looking
forward to what’s possible.

We create experiences
that are personal,
effective and convenient.

We provide the right
information, at the right
time, in the right way.
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Our
Core

Our Core Commitments
At the center of Our Core are the personal
Commitments of our employees. Each team
member crafts a specialized pledge to advance
our work for the benefit of those we serve.

WHO
WE ARE
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HOW
WE SOUND

Our
Tagline

HOW WE
SOUND

We’re focused on helping our communities
get Better — and stay that way. That’s why
we’re constantly finding ways to make
healthcare work Better, ensuring everyone
can access the care they need, when they
need it, at a price they can afford.
Use the tagline only in moments of importance,
such as in system-level campaigns where it won’t
compete with the campaign tag.
Don’t use the tagline in a sentence.
Do not alter the tagline in any way.
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Our
Tone

HOW WE
SOUND

It may sound a little obvious, but our campaign
messaging must center on how we’re changing
healthcare for the Better.
It’s not about being the best. And it’s not only
about making people healthier. It’s about being
optimistic and empowering people to become
their healthiest selves.
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We’re constantly adapting and
improving to provide a Better
experience for our patients and
members. We never settle because
we know everyone and everything,
including us, can get Better.

USAGE

“Better” should be used to bring our unique
voice to our messaging. But it’s easy to overdo
it. So here are some guidelines to sprinkle in
Better without losing its power.

Capitalize the ‘B’ in Better, except in the following cases:

Use discretion with our campaign language.
Don’t force it. Serious topics like a cancer
diagnosis, kidney transplant or hospice care
should include an inspirational tone that helps
people get through a tough situation. But it’s
not a time to be clever or crafty.

within the BSW family (McLane Children’s)

Construct your sentences to ensure the reader
knows the capitalization is intentional.
Try to not use ‘Better’ twice in the same
sentence or back-to-back sentences.

Campaigns that treat Better in lowercase
(orthopedics: move better)
Brands that have their own identity and logo lockup

SAY THIS
“Teaming up for a Better you.”
“Three locations to serve you Better.”
“This year, resolve to get Better.”

NOT THIS
“Get Better mammograms.”
“Better health happens here.”
“We provide Better care.”

Our
Tone

HOW WE
SOUND

Questions to ask when writing
What we say and how we say it are
important. These core messages
are what we want our audience to
think, feel and do. Use them to help
communicate our brand’s purpose.

What does my audience care about?
Am I keeping it simple?
Am I talking with them instead of about them
Make sure your copy is always
Action-oriented
About their benefit, not about us
Passionate

Current patients

Prospective patients

I feel well taken care of at Baylor Scott &
White. The folks there “get” me, tailoring
the experience around my unique needs
and the things that are important to me.

I trust Baylor Scott and & White can take
care of me. I know they’re innovative and
will easily empower me to live a Better life,
whatever that means to me.
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Our
Tone

HOW WE
SOUND

HELPFUL HINTS

SAY THIS

The fewer words, the Better.

Short, simple words

Register today!

Whether writing for print or digital,
be simple and concise to:

Short sentences

BSWHealth.com/Events

Short CTA with a strong action verb
Grab the reader’s attention
and spark the next action
Achieve a health literacy reading level
of 8th grade or lower

One phone number to call
One URL to visit
No mention of a facility name in
body copy if the logo is present

1.844.BSW.DOCS
NOT THIS

To register for the conference, call
us at 1.844.BSW.DOCS or visit us online at
BSWHealth.com/Events.
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HOW WE LOOK

HOW WE
LOOK

Our icon is our guiding star.
It represents the coming together of many providers with
one focus - serving our patients and members. The many
parts represent the many backgrounds, experiences and
beliefs coming together to make healthcare Better.
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Our
Logo

HOW WE
LOOK

PRIMARY LOGO (PREFERRED)

When using the logo in limited-color
printing situations, use our one-color
logo. Determine which color to use
based on the color of the background.

Most of the time, you’ll be using the
primary logo. However, there are
times you’ll need to use our secondary
logo. Unless specified below, use the
primary (preferred) logo.
There are exceptions to this rule, and
you can find them on this page.

ONE COLOR

SECONDARY LOGO

Black

Blue

Teal

Note: Use the secondary logo when space
doesn’t allow for the primary logo.

White on black

White on blue

Note: Although only the primary
logotype is shown, these rules
apply to both versions of our logo.
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Our
Logo

Give the logo the space it needs
to feel prominent. Here are some
helpful tips to get you there.

HOW WE
LOOK

ALIGNMENT

SPACING

When vertically aligning content to
the logo, use the alignment style
below. Hanging the icon outside of this
verticle alignment allows the icon and
logo to stand out.

Use the ‘B’ of the logo as a guide to
avoid placing any elements too close.

Hentem repra volora anti andit volorem.
Itamus nimpori iducipi ciandam sitiore
storem et atus esto omnientiae volum
qui blabo. Nequundit eosti tem quaerit
incidis aut acesse autemol uptatio
nseceseque debitas nihilla borumqu
istrum iusda am voluptinus modi ut
dolesti ius.
Ficienim nectect atureiunt lacea
nemolorae consequia sandit eatur aut
ius et eum natem quae evere si renim
hita doluptat et et volores tistius, qui ut
volorep eresequ asperspis quam lab
ipienti volesequas illab in nat.

SIZING

To make sure the logo is clear and
legible, there is a minimum size
requirement for print and digital use.

Print: 2.5 in
Digital: 153 px

Print: 2.125in
Digital: 153px
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Our
Logo

HOW WE
LOOK

1

5

2

6

3

7

You know Better! Please DON’T alter
our logo in these ways.
1. Don’t use part of the logo, such
as “Baylor Scott & White” without
“Health.”
2. Don’t angle or rotate the logo.
3. Don’t use the logo against a
background pattern.
4. Don’t stretch, distort or alter
the logo in any way.
5. Don’t use the BSW Health
Plan logotype without the icon.

BaylorScott&White

6. Don’t change the scale or position
of the icon.
7. Don’t use a different typeface in
the logo.

HEALTH

4
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Our
Colors

HOW WE
LOOK

PRIMARY COLOR USE

Our primary colors are blue, teal
and yellow. Here are the values
and formulas for how to create
them. Don’t use the standard
software translation values.
Something always gets lost in
translation and it won’t come
out just right.

This diagram visually represents
an optimal balance of white
space and color—in all layouts.

BSWH BLUE

BSWH TEAL

BSWH YELLOW

BSWH WHITE

C: 100
M: 85
Y: 0
K: 0

C: 100
M: 23
Y: 19
K: 0

C: 0
M: 28
Y: 100
K: 0

C: 0
M: 0
Y: 0
K: 0

R: 0
G: 61
B: 166

R: 0
G: 143
B: 190

R: 255
G: 183
B: 27

R: 255
G: 255
B: 255

HEX
003DA6

HEX
008FBE

HEX
FFB71B

HEX
FFFFFF

PMS 293

PMS 313

PMS 1235

Note: All creative executions should
be bright and clean. Design with a
generous dose of white space.
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Our
Colors

In addition to our primary colors, we
have a family of secondary colors to
play with. Use these for items that
require differentiation, charts and
graphs in print applications or callout
buttons in digital applications.

HOW WE
LOOK
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PMS 293

C: 100
M: 85
Y: 0
K: 0

R: 0
G: 61
B: 166

HEX
003DA6

PMS 284

C: 59
M: 17
Y: 0
K: 0

R: 94
G: 174
B: 224

HEX
5EAEE0

PMS 291

C: 38
M: 4
Y: 0
K: 0

R: 150
G: 209
B: 242

HEX
96D1F2

PMS 313

C: 100
M: 23
Y: 19
K: 0

R: 0
G: 143
B: 190

HEX
008FBE

PMS 311

C: 68
M: 0
Y: 13
K: 0

R: 80
G: 186
B: 221

HEX
1FC0DA

PMS 304

C: 35
M: 0
Y: 7
K: 0

R: 160
G: 219
B: 233

HEX
A0DBE9

PMS 1235

C: 0
M: 28
Y: 100
K: 0

R: 255
G: 183
B: 27

HEX
FFB71B

PMS 1225

C: 0
M: 18
Y: 79
K: 0

R: 255
G: 200
B: 69

HEX
FFC845

PMS 1215

C: 0
M: 7
Y: 58
K: 0

R: 255
G: 231
B: 133

HEX
FFE785

PMS 3278

C: 99
M: 0
Y: 68
K: 0

R: 0
G: 168
B: 129

HEX
00A881

PMS 3265

C: 66
M: 0
Y: 39
K: 0

R: 91
G: 204
B: 187

HEX
47BFAF

PMS 3245

C: 42
M: 0
Y: 24
K: 0

R: 124
G: 224
B: 211

HEX
7CE0D3

PMS 1655

C: 0
M: 73
Y: 98
K: 0

R: 242
G: 105
B: 36

HEX
F26924

PMS 1575

C: 0
M: 51
Y: 77
K: 0

R: 247
G: 147
B: 78

HEX
F7934E

PMS 1555

C: 0
M: 26
Y: 36
K: 0

R: 252
G: 197
B: 161

HEX
FCC5A1

PMS 186

C: 2
M: 100
Y: 85
K: 6

R: 218
G: 26
B: 50

HEX
DA1A32

PMS 191

C: 0
M: 79
Y: 36
K: 0

R: 240
G: 93
B: 119

HEX
F05D77

PMS 183

C: 0
M: 49
Y: 17
K: 0

R: 245
G: 154
B: 169

HEX
F59AA9

PMS 2613

C: 74
M: 99
Y: 5
K: 11

R: 95
G: 29
B: 136

HEX
5F277E

PMS 513

C: 53
M: 99
Y: 0
K: 0

R: 141
G: 42
B: 144

HEX
8D2A90

PMS 2572

C: 29
M: 55
Y: 0
K: 0

R: 180
G: 130
B: 186

HEX
B482BA

PMS 2758

C: 100
M: 82
Y: 5
K: 39

R: 5
G: 45
B: 106

HEX
052D6A

PMS 2718

C: 65
M: 45
Y: 0
K: 0

R: 98
G: 131
B: 194

HEX
6283C2

PMS 2717

C: 35
M: 15
Y: 0
K: 0

R: 161
G: 193
B: 230

HEX
A1C1E6

PMS 425

C: 48
M: 29
Y: 26
K: 72

R: 54
G: 65
B: 72

HEX
364248

PMS 423

C: 22
M: 14
Y: 18
K: 48

R: 119
G: 124
B: 123

HEX
777C7B

PMS 420

C: 8
M: 6
Y: 9
K: 15

R: 201
G: 201
B: 197

HEX
C9C9C5

Brand
Typography

HOW WE
LOOK

ARIAL (NOT A SECONDARY TYPEFACE)

SHARP SANS

Our brand typeface is the
Sharp Sans font family. There
are many weights, so check
this handy guide to make sure
you are using the right one
for the right job.

Headlines

ExtraBold (Teal)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890#$%&?

Headlines

Bold (Teal)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890#$%&?

Subhead

Medium (Teal)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890#$%&?

Subhead

Regular (Teal)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890#$%&?

Arial is only for internal use
where the user does not
have access to Sharp Sans.

TYPOGRAPHY COLOR

To keep things visually consistent,
use these type color guidelines
when building out pieces.

Section Headers
Phone Numbers
Web Addresses
CTA

Legal uses 100% black. To maintain
legibility, use (at minimum) 5 pt,
Medium weight, on 6 pt leading.

Section Headers
Phone Numbers
Web Addresses
CTA

Bold (Teal)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890#$%&?

Body Copy

Medium (85% Black)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890#$%&?

Body Copy

Regular (85% Black)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890#$%&?

Publication Names
Latin Words

Medium Italic (85% Black)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890#$%&?

Publication Names
Latin Words

Italic (85% Black)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890#$%&?

Legal
Form Code

Book (100% Black)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890#$%&?

Legal

Regular (100% Black)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890#$%&?

Headlines and headers use Teal.
Body copy uses 85% Black.

Bold (Teal)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890#$%&?
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Brand
Typography

HOW WE
LOOK

HEADER LEADING

Leading allows the type to breathe Better.
(yeah, I said it) Use this leading formula to
make the type easier to read.

PROPER BSWH BULLETS

Bullets should be a right triangle with the
flat sides to the top and towards the copy.
Any other rotation of this shape is incorrect.
Bullet color can be any brand color.

SIZE AND PLACEMENT

Bullet size should be the same as the cap height and
placed one bullet’s distance from the margin.

Lorem ipsum

space

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet
Consectetur adipiscing elit

Leading is equal to any font size.

HEADER
HEADER

60pt Font
60pt Leading

Sometimes descenders will get too close to
the copy underneath. If your copy Avoid this by
adjusting line breaks, rewriting or adjusting the
spacing manually until it looks “visually right”.

Pay close
attention!

cap height

BODY COPY LEADING

baseline

Leading is 1.5x the font size.

Bullets should always hang outside of the
left margin of the copy block as seen below

COPY HIERARCHY EXAMPLE

Oloribus, te dicitae pliquas etur, et
est as debit volor rem re volore dolo
te por sum qui optae. Harum que
maximus arumqui berae pliqui reium
audis accabo. Ut fugia vellab in cum
apiciisquam ra non poriatur?

Header
Subhead

Section header
Body copy Body copy Body copy Body copy Body copy Body copy
Body copy Body copy Body copy Body copy Body copy Body copy
Body copy Body copy Body copy Body copy Body copy Body copy
Body copy Body copy
• Body copy Body copy
• Body copy Body copy
• Body copy Body copy

Section header
Body copy Body copy Body copy Body copy Body copy Body copy
Body copy Body copy Body copy Body copy Body copy Body copy
Body copy Body copy Body copy Body copy Body copy Body copy
Body copy Body copy

CTA
Web Address
Phone Number

12pt Font
18pt Leading
LEGAL should be set in a minimum size of 5pt Sharp Sans Medium font on 6pt
leading, in 100% black. Include the project code at the end of the disclaimer.
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Photography
(People)

When it comes to photography,
we feature people where they
live and work.
Photos should feel authentic,
positive and bright.
The same look and feel also applies
to stock photography. Look for stock
that has a consistent light blue tint
in the lighting, clean whites and light
gray areas.

HOW WE
LOOK
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Photography
(Buildings)

When featuring a facility instead
of people (such as a fact sheet
about a medical center or clinic),
follow these guidelines.
Use a warm-toned sky, like during
early dusk/golden hour or just
after sunrise. Do not use evening
or night shots.
Lighting on the building should
be even and warm.
Never use midday shots
with harsh shadows.

HOW WE
LOOK
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Icons

HOW WE
LOOK

HOW TO BUILD
We’ve created a set of icons you can
use as an easy, clear, visually appealing
way to convey information.
The default set is a two-color icon
with a yellow wedge.
Always align your icon to the grid.
Accompanying typography should
always be Sharp Sans Bold.
Single-color and three-color variants
are available upon Brand Team
approval.
You can find the full set at [location].

Set the grid to 2.5px and work with px strokes
of 5 and 2.5. We build to a 100x100px artboard
but try to keep icons within an 80x80 circle, so
all icons maintain similar proportions.
Stroke sizing: Main strokes should be 5px, and
detail strokes should be 2.5px. Strokes shouldn’t
use rounded caps or corners. When rounding
a corner for shoulders or organic shapes use
proportions of 2.5px.

THE GRID
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THE FRACTAL
The width of the fractal should
always be 10px. The length can
be longer or shorter.

45º
10PX

45º
If you have any questions about making icons that
match our brand icon catalog, please reach out to:
Jeremy.Hughes@BSWHealth.org

PREFERRED PX

THINGS
TO KNOW

Digital
Media

THINGS
TO KNOW

CTA BUTTON

Calls to action, or CTAs, help us get
results. Use action-oriented words
that are inspiring but descriptive so
that people quickly understand what
we’re asking them to do.

LEARN MORE

CTA LOCATION

The CTA button should always
sit to the right or below the logo
depending on the layout.

GRAPHICAL STYLING

CTA LOCATION

The button should be 4x wider than the
overall button height. The outside box
should be a 1pt stroke line.
CTA LOCATION

TYPEFACE AND SIZING

Use all caps for CTA copy, with even
padding on all sides. The button height
should be roughly 4x the type height.
COLOR

Use brand-approved colors and match
the button color to the color system
you’ve created.

LEARN MORE

MOTION

On hover, in digital environments, the
button should have a wipe effect
using the 45 degree angle.

LEARN MORE

To see specs and web-safe coding for
digital assets click here.

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE
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LEARN MORE

Digital
Media - Social

VISUALS

SPECS
Stick to normal ratios:
9:16 / 1080x1920px (stories)
1:1 / 1080x1080px (feed)
4:5 / 1080x1350 (portrait mode IG)
1200x628 (FB event cover photo)
1:1 is commonly used for paid social as it runs
across all channels the same,
including Twitter.

THINGS
TO KNOW

COPY

ELEMENTS

PRIMARY TEXT (post copy)

Every element should work to reinforce a single strategic
goal or objective of the ad.
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Do not exceed 125 characters (with spaces)
More than 125 will become truncated
HEADLINE

Primary Text

40 characters (try to keep it to 1 line)
DESCRIPTION (likely will not show on mobile)
30 characters (static)
20 Characters (carousel)

IMAGE COPY
Keep image copy to a minimum for paid
social assets. A few years back, ads would get
rejected if they had over 20% copy in the
layout. Today, those ads will run, but the
algorithm will handicap their performance.

Custom URL
Always use root URL of dot com where
we are driving users. Examples:

Image copy (less than 20%)

BSWHEALTH.COM
SCRUBBING.IN
*No www or https or /slugs in URL

Custom URL

Use root domains (ex. BSWHEALTH.COM)

Headline
Link description

You can assume this will not show on mobile

CTA

Digital
Media - Social

FONTS

SHARP SANS EXTRABOLD
SHARP SANS MEDIUM
SIZE

Play around with multiplications of 12 to find
harmony with different sized type.

Headline is 36 pt
Subhead is 24 pt
Body copy is 12 pt

THINGS
TO KNOW

LOGO MARK
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1080px x 1080px

The mark on its own is our preferred logo to use on
social graphics for legibility reasons. Also, the full name
of our brand is included in the social profile name that
accompanies every social post.
The logo should be no larger than
135px x 135px. That is 1/8th of a
1080x1080 px composition.
Keep a buffer of 65px between
important elements such as the logo
mark and the edges of the composition
All approved 1 color and full color
versions of the logo may be used in
accordance with the brand guidelines.
As a watermark on a photo, use the white
logo mark at 45% opacity.

135px x 135px
logo mark

65px margin

Digital
Media - Social

THINGS
TO KNOW

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

INSTAGRAM STORY LINK STICKERS
Method to use when driving
to a page on bswhealth.com

EXAMPLE

Method to use when driving to a different
website such as Scrubbing In

EXAMPLE

To avoid elongated link stickers,
create CTA as separate text box
with default yellow bg/white text.

Center vertically and horizontally
in the bottom 1/3 of story layout

The default white link sticker button
option with blue text is most aligned
with our brand colors.
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We’re ready
for this
moment
right here.

QR Codes

THINGS
TO KNOW

ANATOMY OF A QR CODE

Use these guidelines for size, placement, design and color choices.

Yep, QR codes are a thing again.
Giving them a little justice will connect
people with our brand a lot sooner.
Follow these guidelines to create QR
codes that catch the reader’s eye and
increase their response rate.

Scan QR code to
download today

.625”

THINGS TO REMEMBER

The QR code and CTA should
serve as a closing element
and not be the focus of
the layout.
Do not use tracking in a QR
code if you don’t have an
actionable CTA.
Do not use a vanity URL if
you are including a QR
code in the layout.
For more guidance about QR codes
and vanity URLs click here.

85% Black

During one of life’s biggest
moments, we’re here to keep
you and your family safe, joyful
and in the moment. From
ultrasound to delivery, our
experienced care team will
be with you every moment
of the way.

.625”

The 1-color icon should
sit in the center. The QR
code color should match.
The QR code can be 85%
black, or another single
brand color if the contrast
is strong enough.
The QR code should not have
a BG. It should be set on a
solid color, or on an image if
there is enough contrast.

The max size, in print,
should be .625” x .625”.
For newsprint, the max size should
be .875” x .875”.

The CTA can be contained
in the body copy or it should
lockup next to, or below,
the QR code.
Physicians provide clinical services as members of the medical staff at one of Baylor Scott & White Health’s subsidiary, community
or affiliated medical centers and do not provide clinical services as employees or agents of those medical centers or Baylor Scott
& White Health. ©2021 Baylor Scott & White Health. 99-CE-344251 AM

The QR code and CTA should
happen after the logo.

Scan the QR code
to plan your moment.
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Templates

THINGS
TO KNOW

AD-FLYER

You can find these easy-to-use
templates in the Brand Center,
with multiple layout options. If
you need any additional layout
options or have any questions,
reach out to:
Greg.Draper@BSWHealth.org

QUICK TIPS

Keep content on the baseline
grid to help with legibility.
Keep words to a minimum, allowing
for plenty of white space.
Write short, strong headlines to
capture the reader’s attention.

RACK CARD
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Templates

THINGS
TO KNOW

PLACEMENT ON THE PAGE

ALIGNMENT WITH THE BAR

When using the color bar, make sure
the arrow is vertically aligned to the
center of the logo’s icon.
The color bar should always bleed
(horizontally) left or right, and
(vertically) top and bottom.
Always align type with the ‘B’ in our
logo, instead of aligning with the icon.

Hentem repra volora anti andit volorem.
Itamus nimpori iducipi ciandam sitiore
storem et atus esto omnientiae volum
qui blabo. Nequundit eosti tem quaerit
incidis aut acesse autemol uptatio
nseceseque debitas nihilla borumqu
istrum iusda am voluptinus modi ut
dolesti ius.
Ficienim nectect atureiunt lacea
nemolorae consequia sandit eatur aut
ius et eum natem quae evere si renim
hita doluptat et et volores tistius, qui ut
volorep eresequ asperspis quam lab
ipienti volesequas illab in nat.

PREFERRED LOGO
PLACEMENT

Note: This alignment also applies to legal
disclaimer copy.
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Copy
Style Guide

This section serves as a quick
reference guide for the most-used
copy. For a comprehensive list of
all style-related elements, including
how we refer to facilities, please
refer to the BSWTextbook.

THINGS
TO KNOW

ABBREVIATIONS

BULLETED LISTS

DASHES

Omit periods in abbreviations,
excluding compass points in a
numbered address.

Bulleted lists are for items or
phrases, not sentences. If there
are several complete thoughts,
put them in paragraph form.

Use the em dash in body copy (no
spaces) where needed for clarity,
or in place of commas, parentheses
or colons.

CAPITALIZATION

Preventive health services—like
wellness exams, immunizations and
screenings—can help you stay healthy.

US, not U.S.
AM, not a.m.
MD, not M.D.
ADDRESSES

Spell out all street names (including
Parkway and Expressway). Abbreviate
any compass points found before the
street name, as well as the state name.
Spell out compass points placed after
the street name.
5252 W. University Drive South, Dallas,
TX 75201

Capitalize the first letter and
proper nouns. Do not punctuate
at the end of each item.
CLICK HERE

The use of phrases “click here” or
“click here for more” is generally
frowned upon and is usually
unnecessary. Make the hyperlinked
text self-explanatory.
APOSTROPHES

BAYLOR SCOTT & WHITE HEALTH

For first reference, use the full Baylor
Scott & White facility name. Second
references may simply use “Baylor
Scott & White.”
Always use the ampersand when
writing out the brand name, never
use “and.” See the BSWTextbook for
proper references to all facilities or
contact Kristin Laminack to request
a copy.

Avoid apostrophes in plurals.
the 1980s, not the 1980’s
PCs, not PC’s
CREDENTIALS

When referring to a physician,
use MD or DO on first reference.
Use Dr. on second reference.
COMMA

We do not use the Oxford
(or serial) comma. Sorry.

Use the en dash (with spaces) around
it to indicate a range (X through Y).
June 3 – August 14
pages 37 – 39
$1,000 – $5,000
Use the en dash to separate a
facility name from its location.
Baylor Scott & White Medical
Center – McKinney
DISEASES

Use lowercase on arthritis,
emphysema, leukemia, migraine,
pneumonia, etc. When a disease
is known by the name of a person
identified with it, capitalize only
the individual’s name.
Alzheimer’s disease
Parkinson’s disease
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THINGS
TO KNOW

EMAIL

NUMBERS

PARENTHESIS AND PUNCTUATION

PHYSICIANS

One word, no hyphen. Initial-cap
distinct words in emails for
clarity and readability.

Spell out numbers up
to and including nine.

When the parenthesis encloses a
whole sentence, the punctuation
should be placed inside. Otherwise,
the punctuation should be outside
the parenthesis.

Always use “physicians on the medical staff.”
Never use “our physicians” or “our doctors”
when referring to non-employed physicians.

I like visiting Houston (but not because
of the weather).

Use a single space between sentences. No more, no less.

FirstName.LastName@BSWHealth.org
HEALTHCARE

One word.
INTERNET

Do not lift heavy objects for six
to 12 weeks after surgery.
Spell out numbers at the beginning
of a sentence. (If necessary, rearrange
the sentence so it doesn’t begin
with a number.)

Always capitalized.

Use commas in four-digit
numbers and upwards.

INTRANET

Use the pound sign when
referring to rankings.

Never capitalized
(unless starting a sentence).
MONTHS

Always spell out.
January 2, 2020

#1 Hospital
Use numerals for units of measure.

ONLINE

One word.

Use news release instead
of press release.

EVISITS

Hyphenated. Use instead of non-profit
when talking about ourselves.

PERCENT

Use the % symbol.

TIME

Always use both hours and minutes, using a colon
to separate the two. All-caps AM and PM. Avoid
redundancies in your copy, such as 10:00 AM this
morning, 10:00 PM tonight or 10:00 PM Monday night.

MD, DO, RN, MSN, FACHE

4:00 PM
9:00 AM
4:00 – 6:00 PM
11:00 AM – 4:00 PM
12:00 PM (do not say: “noon”)
12:00 AM (do not say: “midnight”)

PHONE NUMBERS

URLS

For Baylor Scott & White numbers,
use the dot format.

Use clean, simple mentions of URLs in print pieces.

PERIODS

Omit periods in credentials.

2 oz.

NEWS RELEASE

NOT-FOR-PROFIT

I visited Houston yesterday. (Needless
to say, it was not for the weather.)

SENTENCE SPACING

Always spelled “eVisits.”
Never hyphenated.

BSWHealth.com, not http://www.bswhealth.com
214.820.1000
Initial-cap distinct words in URLs for clarity and readability.
1.844.BSW.DOCS
BSWHealth.com/HeartDallas, not bswhealth.com/heartdallas
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Make the writing warm
and inspiring, easy and clear,
and crafted with our audience
(and their needs) in mind.
Keep the messaging short to
capture the reader’s attention.

THINGS
TO KNOW

NAMING

HASHTAGS (TWITTER/INSTAGRAM)

Avoid writing “Baylor Scott & White” in
the copy. Our name will be attached to
the post already. Use “we/us.” Better
yet, talk to our audience, not about us.

Try to include at least one hashtag
per post. Avoid using 4+ hashtags in
a single post.

When appropriate, shorten the name
by tagging ourselves instead of writing
out the full name (Twitter/Instagram)
If we must use the full name (say
for naming facilities), rearrange the
sentence so the full name isn’t
starting the copy.

Branded hashtags: #GetBetter
#BaylorDallas (for BUMC only)
Build the single relevant hashtag
into the flow of the conversation.
For Instagram, place the remaining
hashtags after the copy.

SHARING ARTICLES/SCRUBBING IN

COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT

Add value to the article viewers are
about to read, not just summarize.
Instead, use the copy to:

When replying in a public capacity,
do not sign with initials. All discussion
should come from “the brand.”

Call out important quotes from the article
Supplement additional value to the article
Explain how reading this article can help
empower their daily lives
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Terms &
Disclaimers

WHO
WE ARE

MEDICAL CENTERS

The following disclaimers and
terms are the ones you’ll use most
often. For additional questions,
please reach out to:
Sylvia.Mayo@BSWHealth.org

Physicians provide clinical services as
members of the medical staff at one of
Baylor Scott & White Health’s subsidiary,
community or affiliated medical centers
and do not provide clinical services as
employees or agents of those medical
centers or Baylor Scott & White Health.
©2022 Baylor Scott & White Health.
CLINICS

Physicians are employees of Scott & White
Clinic, an affiliate of Baylor Scott & White
Health. ©2022 Baylor Scott & White Health.

Words we like
And by “we,” we mean our medical legal reviewers. Here’s
a quick lesson on choosing your words carefully before the
attorneys choose them for you. This is not a complete list,
but you get the idea. If you have a question about a word/
phrase, reach out to the Brand Team.

Our physicians Physicians on staff
Top physician Expert
Extraordinary Quality
State-of-the-art Advanced
Cutting edge Innovative
Best Improved
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The content found in this book is specific
to Baylor Scott & White. For any questions,
reach out to the following people:

BRAND APPROVALS & QUESTIONS

CONTENT

TEMPLATES

LOGOS & DISCLAIMERS

BEN DAY
Director, Creative & Brand Management
214.717.0143
Ben.Day@BSWHealth.org
SHAWN STALEY
214.820.1958
Shawn.Staley@BSWHealth.org
GREG DRAPER
214.820.7103
Greg.Draper@BSWHealth.org
SYLVIA MAYO
214.820.6188
Sylvia.Mayo@BSWHealth.org

